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Abstract: Modeling and estimating the time series (the value in time) of assets traded in real financial markets
is an intriguing challenge that has attracted researchers from many fields including Economics, Statistics, and
more recently Computer Science thanks to the common availability of computational power that made possible the
investigation of computational or simulative methods for modeling financial time series. In this paper, we discuss a
computational simulation technique based on agent based modeling and learning to closely approximate the SP500
and DJIA indexes over many periods and under several experimental set ups. According to our modeling approach,
the value in time of a financial asset emerges as an aggregate result of several independent investment decisions (to
buy, to sell, or to hold) during a short period of time. We can therefore reproduce the process of value formation by
computationally simulating the community of agents-investors. We will compare our system’s performances with
respect to other approaches on the same time series to provide empirical data about the effectiveness of different
computational techniques. The main finding emerging from our work is that a simple architecture for a simulator
combining agent based modeling and learning produces close approximations for the SP500 and DJIA time series.
The approximation results are comparable to those observed when evaluating prediction rules learned by neural
networks or particle swarm optimization. An additional characteristic of our modeling approach is that it can
provide insights about the contribution of each agent to the process of value formation for a financial asset.

Key–Words:Agent based modeling, simulated annealing, financial markets, prediction of the SP500 and DJIA
time series.

1 Introduction

Financial markets are a complex research challenge
for scientists working Economics, Statistics, and
Computer Science. Recently the common availabil-
ity of computational power has supported the devel-
opment of novel research area like Agent Based Mod-
eling (ABM) and Agent-based Computational Eco-
nomics (ACE). The interests of the two research ar-
eas are somewhat overlapping: ABM focuses on
the study of systems, without any domain restric-
tions, by developing computational models of their
elementary components and their relative interactions
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 3], while ACE focuses on study-
ing economic processes modeled as societies of inter-
acting agents [9, 10, 11]. Both researchers in ACE
and ABM consider financial markets a difficult and
intriguing testbed for investigating if and how compu-
tational agent based models can reproduce by simu-
lation an observed market behavior [2, 9]. Research
on this topic is actively challenged because even if
a variety of approaches to agent based modeling of

financial markets have been proposed, financial mar-
kets still remain substantially unpredictable. In this
paper, we will focus our attention on developing an
agent based model for financial markets able to learn
the model of the financial time series at hand.

Research on modeling financial markets usually
focuses on: either evaluating or learning trading
strategies for some given financial instruments (com-
modities, bonds, shares, derivatives, etc.); or develop-
ing artificial markets, whose internal dynamics can be
controlled, in order to study the formation of notable
phenomena (price bubble formation, for instance) that
are observable in real markets; or, finally, modeling
the time series of the values/prices for some financial
assets. With the only intent to provide some examples
of the listed research approaches and without claim-
ing to be exhaustive, we briefly mention some papers
that fall into the previous categorization.

In [12], a society of trading agents uses genetic
algorithms to learn trading strategies. Genetic al-
gorithms are used to learn which of the many input
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parameters, derived from financial technical analysis
[13] (n-days moving averages, oscillators, n-days rel-
ative strength, and so on), are useful in identifying
profitable investment decisions. Individual learning
and societal learning (selection of the best traders in
the society) are exploited. As the research focuses on
trading, the paper does not report information about
how well the trading agents can approximate the fi-
nancial time series that have been traded, so there is
no way to know how good is their system in estimat-
ing or tracking a specific asset.

A similar research approach is followed in [14],
where a multi agent system based on learning classi-
fiers can discover trading strategies that outperform
simple investing strategies like ”buy and hold” or
”keeping the money in a saving account”. With a sim-
ilar philosophy, in [15] neural networks are used to
learn trading strategies. In these works, as well, no
information is given on how well the system can fore-
cast the value of a financial asset.

Another interesting work in this category consists
of using boosting and alternating decision tree to learn
trading strategies that combined with a risk manage-
ment system may provide a complete self adaptive au-
tomatic trading system [16]. The paper describes a
complex trading system but yet it does not provided
data on how well some asset time series are approxi-
mated.

In the second category of works, artificial mar-
kets are used to investigate how different interaction
policies among the agents would produce phenom-
ena that are also observable in real markets. In [17],
an agent based artificial market allows to experiment
with investment strategies, guiding each single agent,
in order to observe how the value for a financial as-
set changes. One of their findings is that over con-
fident investors contribute in making the market effi-
cient1. In [18], an artificial market, the Santa Fe In-
stitute (SFI) Artificial Stock Market, is used to empir-
ically test hypothesis about how investors adapt their
expectations in time and how this adjustment affect
the rest of traders. As a last example of this type of re-
search, in [11], investors, modeled into an agent based
market, use either a trading strategy based on trend ex-
pectation for a given stock or a trading strategy based
on basic fundamental analysis of the stock value. The
resulting artificial market displays volatility clustering
phenomena similar to those observed in real financial
markets. The works following this research focus, re-

1A market is said efficient if any change in the fundamental
drivers of the value formation process of any asset are quickly
and correctly incorporated into the asset price. In plain words: the
arrival of any good or bad news affecting an asset value produces
an appropriate and rapid variation in the trading price of the asset.

port no application of their systems to the approxima-
tion of time series of real financial assets.

Finally the last group of works aim to closely ap-
proximate the time series of some real assets. This
approach involves evaluating how good some equa-
tion based models or computational models are in es-
timating some given target time series. The model can
be either developed by the researcher by hand or auto-
matically build by exploiting maybe machine learning
algorithms. Some instances of this approach are: [3]
where an agent based market try to explain the be-
havior of the SP500 index in a short period of time;
the exploited model is manually built. In [19], neu-
ral networks and genetic algorithms are used to learn
and predict the time series of the SP500 and of the
DJIA indexes. While in [20], a manually determined
equation model, based on inflation indexes, is used to
explain the behavior of the price time series for some
stocks.

The research reported in this paper belong to the
last category of investigation: in this paper, we will
show how a Learning Financial Agent Based Simula-
tor (L-FABS) can approximate the time series of the
SP500 and DJIA indexes over many periods of time.
We will study the behavior of the system under sev-
eral experimental conditions and we will compare its
performances with respect to other approaches on the
same time series to provide empirical data about the
effectiveness of different computational techniques in
modeling financial time series.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 describes some the basic economics facts we
have based the architecture of our system on; in Sec-
tion 3, we describe the basic component of our sys-
tem: a simple financial agent; in Sections 4 and 5, we
describe the architecture of our financial agent based
simulator and we show how learning can be exploited
to approximate financial time series; in Section 6, an
example of a learned model is explained; in Section 7,
we discuss the differences among learning a deep and
a shallow model; in Section 8, the experimental find-
ings are commented, before drawing our conclusions,
in Section 9.

2 Basic Economics Facts Considered
in Designing L-FABS

When designing our system L-FABS (Learning Fi-
nancial Agent Based Simulator) our intention was to
keep its architecture as simple as possible in order
to facilitate the interpretation of its results. We have
achieve so by designing its architecture according to
the following economics facts.
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We believe that any investment decision of each
individual depends on two components:
a) his/her propensity to take some risks today, by buy-
ing a financial asset, in exchange for a future uncertain
reward, when selling the asset. For instance: should
one invest his/her savings in Google shares for the
next 10 years hoping in an awesome return but ac-
cepting the risk of losing everything in case of the
company’s default, or is it better to put the savings
into government bonds which will not default but will
return a relatively modest income even after 10 years?
In the end the investment decision is affected by an in-
vestor’s propensity to risk something for an uncertain
future reward. We will model the risk/reward profile
of an investor using a risk/reward propensity rate in
the system.

b) the common consensus about the future behav-
ior of the asset. If it is true that each investor takes
investment decisions independently from the others, it
is also true that public knowledge about the economic
outlook, as diffused for instance by financial news and
economic reports, will influence the investment deci-
sion of every one operating in the market. In details, if
the economic outlook looks negative, people will tend
to sell some of their stocks and to buy instead govern-
ment bonds or physical gold to deal with a possible
drop in stock prices due to reduced future profits. If
the economic future looks positive, investors tend do
the opposite. In the paper, we call market sentiment,
or just sentiment, the economy outlook and model it
accordingly in our system.

Let’s move now to explaining the architecture of
our system.

3 The Simple Financial Agent Based
Simulator

In this section, we will present a Simple Finan-
cial Agent Based Simulator, S-FABS, that we will
employ to simulate an individual investor. S-
FABS implements the simple decision making pro-
cess underlying the investment decision of buying,
selling or holding an asset. A Financial Agent
will decide to buy some asset with probability
P(X<BuyThreshold), it will hold to its assets with
probability P(BuyThreshold<X<SellThreshold), and
it will sell some of its assets with probability
P(SellThreshold<X). As it can be seen in the algo-
rithm, the probabilities are dependent on the current
level of sentiment about the economy. In fact the
probability to buy assets increases along with the sen-
timent, while the probability to sell assets decreases
when the sentiment is raising. Finally, the amount of

assets to be bought or sold is set to 2% of the total
assets of the investors. The value 2% has been cho-
sen as it represents twice the average daily variation
of the timeseries we have investigated. We verified
empirically in earlier works [4, 5] that it provides rea-
sonable simulation results and has been kept constant
since then. It might be changed in case the time series
under investigation displays an average daily variation
higher than 1%.

Given a Financial Agent, a simulation of the
financial market can be obtained by creating several
Financial Agents, each one with its own status in
terms of own assets, invested assets and risk/reward
propensity, and then performing a sequence of in-
vestment rounds where each agent decides if buying,
selling, or holding taking into account the current
Sentiment value. At the end of each round, it is
possible to measure the percentage of invested assets,
this percentage can then be used as an estimated
for one data point of the target time serie. If the
simulation is repeated for a number of rounds,
S-FABS can output a estimate for a full time serie.
S-FABS take as input the vector of risk/rewards
propensity rates for each Financial Agent. During
each round, the risk/rewards propensity rates are
used in combination with the current value of the
economic sentiment by each Financial Agent. We
note that our approach does not impose any restric-
tion on how the market mood is determined. For our
research we implement the Sentiment function as
follows to keep it as simple and as general as possible:

function Sentiment(time, mavgDays)
begin=time-1
end=time-mavgDays
if (MAVG(PredictedData, begin, end)<

MAVG(RealData, begin, end))
then return(0.65)
else return(0.30)

The variables RealData and PredictedData give ac-
cess to the time series of the real and predicted values.
The values 0.65 and 0.30 are constants empirically de-
termined in an earlier work [21] and never modified
since. According to our definition of the Sentiment
function, the outlook of the real market is considered
bullish if the moving average2 (MAVG) of the pre-
dicted time serie is lower than the moving average of
the real data. If this is the case, the Sentiment value is

2TheMAVG function is defined as:

MAVG(index,t,n) =

n−1
∑

k=0

index(t− k)

n
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set to an high value so that a bullish mood is commu-
nicatedto the Financial Agents. The opposite happens
if the predictions of the system have been higher than
the real data.

Following our philosophy of keeping things sim-
ple, we decided to exploit only two parameter set-
tings when invoking the Sentiment function: in
the first setting, the Sentiment function is called as
Sentiment(round, 1): this means that only the lat-
est available real asset value is used to estimate the
market mood. With the second parameter setting, the
function is called asSentiment(round, 5): the av-
erage of the latest week of real index data is used
when estimating the market mood. We will identify in
the following the two options in estimating the mar-
ket sentiment as S1 or S5 respectively. We are aware
that there are other alternatives for trying to identify
the market outlook including, for instance, employing
technical indicators from financial technical analysis
[13], or using complex text analysis systems able to
digest financial news appearing over the Web as pro-
posed, for instance, in [22].

A final point about the Financial Agents in
S-FABS. In our study, we employ four types or
classes of Financial Agents to capture the richness
in investment decisions and in size of financial
transactions that occur in real financial markets. The
four types of investors we try to model are: individual
investors (and the likes), banks (and the likes), hedge
funds (and the likes), and central banks (and the
likes). They differ in term of the size of the assets
they can invest in financial markets and for their
risk/reward appetite. In addition, their numerical
presence is also different. Here are the values we
used during our simulations:

Investor Total Assets Percentage
type (in millions)
Individual 0.1 30
Funds 100 20
Banks 1000 49
Central Banks 10000 1

Note that the numbers in the table are only a rule-
of-thumbapproximation for the average asset size and
number of investors operating globally on the finan-
cial markets. Specific reasons for choosing four types
of investors and for setting their parameters are: em-
pirical findings from previous works[21], common
view about who operates in the markets, the desire
to keep the model simple while preserving its intrin-
sic diversity, and personal conversations with invest-
ment managers which provided useful insights about
the size of assets available for investment to different
type of investors.

As the reader may have certainly noted, we did
not list the risk/reward propensity rate for each in-
vestor type as this parameter is either manually set up
by the experimenter or is object of learning as we ex-
plain in the following section. All the experiments
reported in this paper have been made after learning
the risk/rewards propensity rates from the data.

4 Learning in S-FABS

In this section, we describe how a learning capability
can be added to S-FABS so that it may find the best
model for a given timeserie. In particular, learning in
S-FABS consists of finding the vector of risk/reward
propensity rates that approximates a given time serie
with a minimum error. As in our agent based model,
we have four types of agents, the vector of risk/reward
propensity rates, that we are interested in learning,
contains four values. This learning setting allows for
combining S-FABS, the simulation engine, with any
of the many machine learning algorithms able to find
a vector of values that minimizes a given error func-
tion. Examples of suitable machine learning algo-
rithms include genetic algorithms [23], decision trees
[24], neural networks [25], simulated annealing [26]
and many others. Given the possibility to select any of
these learning methods, we decided to use simulated
annealing because the author has research experience
in evolutionary computation and he is aware that evo-
lutionary learning produces good results [8]. For the
error function to be minimized, we need to select one
that can evaluate how well two time series are similar:
the Mean Squared Error and the Mean Average Per-
centage Error will do the work. They are commonly
used in Statistics when two data samplings have to be
compared. Just as a reminder, the Mean Squared Er-
ror is defined as:

MSE(X,Y ) =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

(xi − yi)
2

andthe Mean Average Percentage Error is defined as:

MAPE(X,Y ) =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

∣

∣

∣

∣

xi − yi

xi

∣

∣

∣

∣

Given two time series X and Y, the lower the values for
MSE and MAPE, the closer the two are. MSE provide
an absolute measure for the error while MAPE returns
the error measured in percentage terms. The squared
root of MSE is known as the Standard Error. In our
research, the MSE or Standard Error are useful error
measures when comparing time series for the same
target time series as they have the same data range and
a measure of error in absolute terms makes sense. In-
stead MAPE, that returns an error expressed as a per-
centage, is more suitable when comparing time series
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having different target data as they usually have differ-
entvalue ranges and an absolute error measure would
not be helpful in determining their relative accuracy.

In the next section, we will briefly describe how
Simulated Annealing works and we will show how
Simulated Annealing and S-FABS could be inte-
grated to create a learning system which we will call
Learning-FABS or for short L-FABS.

5 Combining Simulated Annealing
and S-FABS

Simulated annealing3 [26] is a searching algorithm
that iteratively search for the minimum of a given
function E (Energy or Error function) by generating at
each step random candidate points for the minimum in
the proximity of the current candidate minimum point
which represents the ”center” of the exploration. At
the end of each step, the Simulated Annealing may
move the ”center” of its exploration at a newly gener-
ated point with a given probability.

Simulated Annealing, as a search process, can
also be understood as walking along a random trajec-
tory from one point in the domain of the energy func-
tion E to another point in search for the function min-
imum while the overall Temperature of the process is
lowering.

All that said, a possible template for the Simu-
lated Annealing algorithm is:

SimulatedAnnealing()
s = randomstate();
e = E(s)
T = 1;α = 0.95
k = 0; kmax = 100; emax=0
while(k < kmax)and(e > emax)do

sn = neighbour(s)
en = E(sn)
if(en < e)then

sbest = sn; ebest = en
endif

if(random(1) < P (en, e, T ))then
s = sn; e = en

endif

k = k + 1
T = T × α

3SimulatedAnnealing owns its name to the imitation, from a
computational perspective, of the physical phenomena of heating
and liquefying a material (perhaps a metal) and then cooling it
down in a controlled way in order to allow for the molecules to
move slowly from higher energy states to lower energy states in
order to achieve a crystallization without defects of the annealed
material.

endwhile

return(beststate)

Simulated Annealing starts by setting the current state
s to a random state, the energy for the state is calcu-
lated and stored ine. Now the main cycle performs the
following tasks: first a novel pointsn in the proximity
of s is determined, its energy is calculated and stored
in en. If the energy of the new stateen is lower than
e, that of the current state, then the new state and its
energy value are saved in thesbest andebest variables.
Then a decision is made if moving the current states
to the new statesn and thus moving the search to an-
other region with probability dependent on the func-
tionP (en, e, T ). The probability in the test introduces
a stochastic factor in the direction of the trajectory fol-
lowed to find the minimum of the energy function E
and helps the Simulated Annealing in escaping local
minima.

In order to integrate the described Simulated An-
nealing schema in our system, the detailed definition
for the following elements has to be given. A state
s represent a vector of four numbers, in the (0,1) in-
terval, representing the risk/reward propensity rates of
the four agent types in S-FABS.

Theenergy function Eto be minimized can be ei-
ther defined as the MSE, the Standard Error or the
MAPE. Note that evaluatingE(s′) requires to run a
simulation with risk/reward propensity rates set ats′:
Simple-FABS(s′).

Theneighbor(s) function has to return a state in
proximity of its argument. We implemented it as a
function that for each value of the vectors randomly
adds or decreases it by 0.1× random(1).

Coming toP (en, e, T ), if the energy of the new
state,en, is lower than the energy of the current state,
e, than returns 1; else returnsexp( e−en

T
). In other

terms, even if the new state has higher energy than the
current state, there is a non zero probability that the
simulated annealing will move its exploration center
to it. The parametersα andT are set to 0.95 and to 1
according to Kirkpatrick et al. [26].

Finally we recall that adapting the Simulated An-
nealing template to a specific learning setting is sim-
ilar to the need of defining domain specific fitness
function and cross over operators when using genetic
algorithms as shown for instance in [23].

6 Example of a financial model
learned by L-FABS

Before reporting about the experimental evaluation
of L-FABS, we would like to show an example of
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a learned model for a given time series. As already
said,given a financial time series, L-FABS can learn
the vector of risk/reward propensity rates that better
approximate the original time series when they are
given in input to S-FABS. The vector of risk/reward
propensity rates then completely identify, in our
setting, the financial model for the given time series.
Here is an example of a such a model:

Investor type Risk/Reward propensity
Individual 0.22

Banks 0.565
Funds 0.237

Central Banks 0.513

The shown rates are just an example of a finan-
cial model learned by L-FABS. This particular model
would imply that the behavior of the time series can
be simulated or explained by assuming that the agents
representing private Banks and Central Banks tend to
be more active investors in the financial market (they
have a propensity to buy of over 50%) than individual
investors or funds. Also the example shows how the
model learned by L-FABS can used not only for simu-
lation and prediction purposes but it can also open up
a qualitative discussion about how the various types of
investors contribute in producing the observed behav-
ior in the time serie. However being this discussion of
qualitative nature, we will not investigate it any fur-
ther in this work.

7 Shallow and Deep Learning of a
Time serie

In this section, we want to spend few words on the dif-
ference between deep and shallow models of a domain
[6] in order to put in the right context the following
experimental findings. Deep models of a domain are
explains and are based on structural or causal relation-
ships among domain elements which are not directly
observable in the data but whose peculiar interactions
generate the data itself. Shallow models, instead, are
based on the ”superficial” recognition of patterns in
the data and do not contain information about the un-
derlying mechanics that generated the patterns. Our
system, L-FABS, predicts a time series by exploiting
a functional approximation of how a financial mar-
ket works or, said in another terms, by simulating
the investment decisions made by many individual
investors. Therefore L-FABS learns and exploits a
deep model of the domain. This is different from the
most common machine learning systems, like deci-
sion trees or neural network, that acquire classification

rules based on pattern recognition on the latest values
of the target financial time serie.

In the following experimentation, we will test the
prediction capability of the deep model learned by L-
FABS by using or not using all the knowledge about
the real values of the time series up to the current time
t when forecasting the future values from time t+1 and
ahead.

The fact that L-FABS exploits a deep model of the
domain when making predictions, opens up two learn-
ing scenarios to experiment with that are not available
to shallow model learners:
FullKnowledge(FK) - all the information in the
time serie, up to the current time, is exploited during
learning. This implies that, at the beginning of each
simulation round and if needed, the correct value of
the time serie at time t-1 is set as the value of the esti-
mated time serie at time t-1.
LimitedKnowledge(LK) - only the starting point of
the time serie, t=0, is given to L-FABS in order to ini-
tialize the simulation, but all the rest of the real time
serie values are not known. In this case, the simula-
tion model in L-FABS will move from one predicted
value for the time serie to the next without using the
correct value of the time serie at time t-1 in order to
estimate a value for time t.

Learning scenario Full Knowledge corresponds to
the learning setting used by other learning approaches
when predicting a time series. Learning scenario Lim-
ited Knowledge, instead, produces forecasts based on
a ”free” evolution of the modeled market without any
correction during the simulation. Also as learning sce-
nario Limited Knowledge uses less information than
Full Knowledge, it corresponds to a more difficult
learning task.

We are considering the Limited Knowledge sce-
nario because this learning setting can provide in-
sights about the ”robustness” of the deep model ac-
quired by L-FABS. By robustness we mean the feature
of the model to have intrinsically captured the law of
evolution in time of the time serie which can be mea-
sured by the maintenance of accuracy in forecasts as
the system move far from the last known point of ori-
gin.

8 Empirical evaluation of L-FABS

In order to empirically evaluate L-FABS, we need to
select some financial time series as datasets to work
with. As usual with machine learning systems, we
will train L-FABS on a part of the dataset, the learn-
ing set, and then we will use the remaining part of the
dataset as test set to assess the performances of the
learned model. The selected datasets are:
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Dataset 1- learning set: SP500 from 3 Jan 1994 to 17
Dec2003 and test set: SP500 from 18 Dec 2003 to 23
Oct 2006.
Dataset 3- learning set: SP500 from 3 Jan 2008 to 31
Dec 2008 and test set: SP500 from 2 Jan 2009 to 20
Aug 2010.
The reason for selecting Datasets 1 and 2 is that they
have been used to test other learning algorithms and
are therefore useful to compare our system with other
ones. Dataset 3 and 4 instead are recent and smaller
datasets which can show the performances of L-FABS
with fewer learning data and on turbulent markets
such as the recent ones at the time of writing. All
the datasets contain the daily closing values of the in-
dexes and have been freely acquired from the finance
section of yahoo.com.

In the performed experiments, the Sentiment
value will be estimated using Sentiment(round,1),
case identified with S1, or calling Sentiment(round,5),
case identified with S2. We recall that in case S1, only
the previous day value of the real index is used, while
in case S2, the average of the latest previous five days
is used, as explained in Section 3. In term of infor-
mation available to S-FABS, we will explore both the
FullKnowledge learning scenario, the information
about the correct value at time t is used when making
a prediction for t+1, and theLimitedKnowledge set-
ting, only information about the the first point in the
time serie is used in making a prediction.

Finally, we will evaluate S-FABS when estimat-
ing the next value of the time serie (the value of the
next trading day) and the seven days ahead value of
the time serie. The seven days ahead prediction has
been selected as it is the most far ahead prediction
made by other learning systems and thus can serve as
an interesting comparison data.

The following reported results are averaged over
10 runs of the same experimental setting and the
shown forecast errors are measured on test sets. In
table 1, the performances of L-FABS are shown when
run on Datasets 1 and 3 above described. The columns
stand for: ”Knowledge” identifies the learning setting
as with FullKnowledge or LimitedKnowledge,
”Day to predict” indicates the number of days ahead
for which a prediction of the time serie is made, ”Sen-
timent” indicates if the Sentiment index is calculated
with modality S1 or S5, and, finally, the measured er-
rors on the test set are reported in terms of the MAPE
and Standard Error. The results in table 1 show lower
errors both in terms of the MAPE and of the Stan-
dard Error when theFullKnowledge learning setting
is selected instead of thePartialKnowledge one.
The empirical finding suggests that using all the in-
formation available in the time series up to the cur-
rent time, before making a prediction, produces better

forecasts.
However the performances obtained under the

PartialKnowledge learning set up are not as bad as
one could expect considering that the system would
only know about the starting point of the time serie.
This finding may suggest that L-FABS is able to learn
a model for the time serie that has captured its intrinsic
dynamics. Moreover, from table 1, it appears that the
predictions of the next day values are more accurate
than the predictions made for the seven days ahead
values. This result confirms the intuitive experience
that the farther a prediction is moved into the future,
the less accurate it will be.

Another finding is that the error rates obtained in
the learning scenarioFullKnowledge on Datasets 1
and 2 are lower than those obtained on Dataset 3 and
4. The relationship is similar but reversed when con-
sidering the learning scenarioPartialKnowledge. A
possible interpretation is that during the period of time
represented in Datasets 1 and 2, both the SP500 and
DJIA time series had a behavior respecting short term
trend. Thus the information about the real value for
the time series at time t can help when forecasting at
time t+1 and farther. An opposite relationships has
been found on Datasets 3 and 4. During this period of
time, the SP500 and DJIA time series have behaved
more erratically (with an higher volatility), so know-
ing the latest real value of the time serie cannot help
in reducing the forecasting error. The ability of L-
FABS to learn a deep model of the domain appears
here quite useful in dealing with time series (market
periods) with high volatility.

For the sake of completeness, we also show the
graph of time series as predicted by L-FABS in fig.
1 which is an exemplar of the results obtained over
several runs of L-FABS. The predicted time series are
compared with the actual ones. As it can be seen from
the graphs, the solid line (actual) and the dotted line
(predicted) are very close confirming the error figures
that have been reported in the tables.

9 SP500, VIX and a Way to calculate
the market sentiment.

Let us consider in this section alternative ways to esti-
mate the market sentiment other then using the mov-
ing average of previous days close as described ear-
lier. In order to do this, let us introduce a new type of
financial asset: index options. Options are derivative
financial assets, derivative as their price depends on
the price of an underlying (primary) asset, that pro-
vide the buyer with some rights and the seller with
some obligations. Those rights can be exercised and
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Experimental results on Dataset 1
Knowledge Day to predict Sentiment MAPE StdErr

PK 1 S1 0.70 58.08
PK 1 S5 1.06 57.84
PK 7 S1 1.46 59.88
PK 7 S5 1.65 58.73
FK 1 S1 0.76 16.55
FK 1 S5 0.70 17.31
FK 7 S1 1.46 25.16
FK 7 S5 1.42 24.29

Experimental results on Dataset 3
Knowledge Day to predict Sentiment MAPE StdErr

PK 1 S1 1.66 32.41
PK 1 S5 2.27 34.20
PK 7 S1 3.45 42.22
PK 7 S5 4.23 49.11
FK 1 S1 1.27 19.53
FK 1 S5 1.23 20.05
FK 7 S1 3.00 36.77
FK 7 S5 3.01 36.75

Table 1: Experimental findings on Datasets 1 and 3 relative to different periodsof the SP500 and DJIA time series.

those obligations must be respected some time in the
future or for some interval of time in the future de-
pending on the type of option. The two main types
of options are Calls and Puts. A Call option gives the
right to buy an asset at a given price, a Put option give
the right to sell an asset at a given price. Index options
are options expressed on market indexes.

As the price of an options includes some financial
action/decision that has to take place in the future, it
is thought that the pricing of options includes the ex-
pectation of the market of what will happen to the un-
derlying asset. So for instance if the underlying asset
is expected to rise, then the call option on the asset
would become more expensive over time than the rel-
ative put option on the same asset.

Given this short introduction to options and in-
dex options, consider the graphs in fig. 2. The first
graphs represent a the behavior of the SP500 index
from July 3, 2007 until August 20, 2012. The sec-
ond graph reports the VIX index. The VIX value rep-
resents how expensive are, at a given point in time,
short term options on the SP500. Thus an high value
of VIX means that the price of short term options is
increasing, a lower value, they are decreasing. This
can also be read as if the VIX is high, the market is
expecting the SP500 to make a significant move and
then they buy options to protect their position. Vice
versa if the VIX is low, the market is assuming that

the SP500 will not move and thus is not interested in
buying any protection.

The above consideration could be applied to our
research as follow. As we need to estimate the market
Sentiment value for the near future, one approach ex-
plored in the paper has been to use a function based on
moving averages and previous day closes to estimate
the current market mood. However, another approach
would be to convert the current VIX value into a Sen-
timent value for our system.

In this case, the resulting sentiment value would
be a measure of the increase in price in ”insur-
ances”/options, paid in the market to protect about fu-
ture moves.

Let’s us consider the third graph in the figure. The
financial community tends to think that high value of
the VIX will happen when the market is about to move
or is moving lower very quickly. Thus using the VIX
we could also estimate the direction of the move and
not only the expected amplitude.

10 Experimental comparison of L-
FABS to other systems

For providing an exhaustive evaluation of L-FBAS,
we will compare its performances with respect to
those obtained with alternative approaches. We will
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Figure 1: The actual and predicted SP500 time series when testing L-FABS on Dataset2 with settings: FullKnowl-
edge, S1, Day to predict: 1.

Time serie Day to predict MAPE PSO MAPE MLP MAPE L-FABS
SP500 1 0.66 1.00 0.70
SP500 7 1.46 3.11 1.42

Table 2: Experimental results averaged on 10 runs for time series SP500 (Dataset1) and DJIA (Dataset 2).

therefore consider how well the same time series can
be modeled by a particle swarm optimization algo-
rithm (an evolutive learning method), a multi layer
perceptron (a simple neural network), and L-FABS.
We selected those methods for comparisons as they
have been used to model time series of market indexes
by other researchers [19] so they can act as an useful
benchmark.

Other approaches to modeling financial markets
or trading strategies, like those cited at the beginning
of the paper, could not be used because full details
about their experimental set ups was not available.
This is understandable considering that the focus of
their study was not the minimization of an error rate
but the integration of some modeling concepts into a
trading system to maximize the trading results, like in
[16]. Or, in other cases, the focus of the research was
on trying to understand the sensitivity of the system
to parameter variations and how the internal system
mechanics would work in artificial context as, for in-
stance, in [18].

In table 2, we compare the prediction errors, as
given by the MAPE measure, for the SP500 and DJIA
time series, corresponding to Datasets 1 and 2 of
the previous section, by using a Particle Swarm Op-
timization algorithm (PSO) [27] and a Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) [28], whose parameters have been
set up as in [19], with our agent based approach
L-FABS. The results for L-FABS are relative to a
FullKnowledge learning scenario and a Sentiment

determined as in case S5. This learning set up has
been chosen so that L-FABS can use the information
present in the time series as it has been done when
setting up PSO and MLP. Also note that no tuning of
L-FABS has been made so that it could outperform
the other learning systems, just the setting used in the
previous experiments has been used. The reason is
that we are interested in evaluating the performances
of L-FABS across a set of different experimental con-
ditions without tuning its parameters for each specific
experiments.

Before commenting on the error figures, we want
to point out how elaborate are the inputs given to PSO
and MLP to obtain the reported prediction rates. Any
learning/prediction in PSO or MLP requires: the real
value of the time serie at the current time t plus a num-
ber of financial technical indicators4 such as: EMA10,
EMEA20, EMEA30, ADO, and a few others5.

At a first glance, the results in Table 2, shows that
the forecasting errors of L-FABS are in between those

4Financialtechnical indicators are useful in forecasting finan-
cial time series according to the philosophy of financial technical
analysis used by technical traders. For a primer on technical anal-
ysis and indicators, any introductory book on the topic will do:
for instance [13].

5As an example, EMA10 stands for the Exponential Mov-
ing Average calculated over 10 previous periods and is defined
as EMA(t,j=10) = value(t-1) x a + EMA(t-1,j-1)*(1-a) where
value(t) is the value at time t of the time series under consider-
ation and the smoothing factor a is defined as a = 2 / (j + 1).
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Figure 2: SP500, VIX and another way to calculate the market sentiment.

of PSO and MLP then its performances are compa-
rable to others state of the art forecasters. However,
and this is an important point, no complex knowl-
edge representation (features) is necessary to L-FABS
to obtain the reported results, just the plain time se-
rie, while for the other systems a number of complex
data representation, the technical indicators, have to
be given (and finely tuned) so that they can produce
the reported results.

From the experimental findings, it appears that
the forecasting error increases when farther into the
future the prediction is. This holds for all the systems.
This observation can be interpreted as evidence that
the information contained in the time series up to the
current time has a decreasing usefulness in predicting
future values the farther we move ahead in time. This
finding also confirms what we expect to happen in
real world financial markets. Otherwise, statisticians
or machine learning scientists would all have become
rich long time ago by trading stocks.

An additional consequence for the latest observa-

tion, is that even if we use information rich input data,
like those built on technical indicators that provide a
way to summarize the past behavior of the time se-
ries, the predictive performances of the models would
still decrease the farther into the future the time to be
predicted is.

11 Conclusions

In the paper we have discussed how an agent based
modeling techniques, combined with an evolutionary
learning algorithm, resulted in a learning simulator,
L-FABS, able to acquire the model of financial time
series. We have empirically evaluated the system, un-
der several parameter settings, on several time series
extracted from the historical evolution of the SP500
and DJIA indexes since 1993. Also we compared the
performances of our system with respect to other ap-
proaches on the same time series. The main results
of our work are that: a) a simple simulator combin-
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ing agent based modeling and simulated annealing can
closelyapproximate the SP500 and DJIA time series;
b) the observed approximation errors are comparable
to those observed in other approaches based on neu-
ral networks or particle swarm optimization; c) finally,
our approach learn models that can provide informa-
tion about the contribution of each individual agent to
the process of value formation for a financial asset.
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